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Come Spirit… find the breadth in us… that makes space for the kingdom… the 
depth that is the place for love… and the imagination to be alive to these things… 
made real in the world… So be it… Amen 

In a world where the news is on all the time… and we are visually and graphically 
bombarded by the latest events… and comment is sought… and given… and experts 
offer their experience… and interviewers push interviewees for comments that will make 
more headlines in order to keep stories going… there isn’t a lot of time for silence… 


In amongst the ever revolving news reels… once again this week we have proved we 
aren’t yet anaesthetised to suffering… and in some perverse way… we have recognised 
that by the constant ongoing reaction to the horrific fire in Grenfell Tower… as if in 
amongst that  we’ll find someone… who can put into words… how this terrible event 
makes us feel… and explain the pain we cannot fully imagine… yet somehow want to 
share… 


But we cannot… No one has been able to find the words… because there hasn’t been a 
lot of time for silence… 


Our faith today is shaped by what we say we believe… We state things… we proclaim 
things… We tell the world… and try and fix the world… by asserting things… from 
deliverances to statements of faith… our belief is full of words… which we utter… 
constantly… in argument and debate… in trying to convince someone of what this 
means… how we ought to understand something… 


But this fixation on words… is miles away from our Jewish ancestors… whose central 
declaration of faith is not… ‘I believe’… but ‘Hear, O Israel’… a phrase you’ll hear… 
constantly… in the Old Testament… ‘Hear, O Israel’… 


The focal point is the ears… and not the lips… It is on what is heard… and not what is 
said… on listening… not pronouncing… 
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Yet still we speak more than listen… we fill our prayers here in church with things God has 
to listen to… ‘Hear us O God’… lists of intercession… ending with ‘Lord hear our 
prayer’… 


What if the prayer we used was less… ‘Lord hear our prayer’… and more… ‘Speak Lord, 
for your servants are listening’… The silence that follows perhaps would make us 
restless… awkward… 


But perhaps it is in the listening… the waiting… the focus on hearing… we find our 
deeper humanity… and our hope in faith… because listening can undo us… listening can 
reduce us down… and remove us from the position of power… where we voice our 
commands… When we stop talking… and start listening… we remove the shielding that 
excuses and bluster creates… There is less protection in listening… we are not in 
control… and we are quite exposed when we listen… 


Grenfell Tower… has perhaps done that to us unexpectedly… where the voices of those 
who are not often heard… have increased in volume… and have revealed in tragically 
stark terms… the gap between rich and poor… and their worth in our communities… and 
it has clearly been extremely difficult for us… and others who have responsibility and 
authority… to listen… to the reality of other’s lives… 


It has somewhat undone us… to hear how differently treated… people are… in the same 
area… who live cheek by jowl… 


Now please hear… none of that started that fire… It wasn’t austerity… or cuts… or local 
government… or wealthy folk who live in the same area… who caused the fire… Of 
course is wasn’t… It was a fridge… or something… 


But in listening to the story around this tragedy… has exposed for us again… the gaps 
between us… and making time to listen… has the power to undo us… and offer the 
chance to reshape the relationships we have with each other… 


Perhaps that is why listening… is the central declaration in our ancient faith… ‘Hear O 
Israel’… because it always outdoes the proclaiming… in changing the balance of our 
relationships with one another… and with God…  
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And the Psalmist… whose words today… ‘How long O Lord?’… speak into our 
communities so readily this morning… and leaves us… listening for an answer……… but 
the silence is deep… 


Rare are the folk who speak to a minister to say… ‘God spoke last night’… Far more are 
those who are deafened by God’s silence… ‘Can you say a word, Roddy’… as if I am 
more deeply connected to God… or the magic formula has been revealed to me at some 
point in my theological training… and God is more likely to respond… 


I’m sorry… heaven is as quiet for me as for anyone here… 


But let me say only one think about that… If it is implied by anyone that heaven is silent 
because we are not faithful… they are not right… Scripture is full of silences… both 
human and divine… from Abraham in his 90s wondering about when fatherhood will 
happen… to the psalmist in his 30s asking “How long O Lord?”… from Elijah on the 
mountain and the still small voice… to Jesus on the cross pleading “Why have you 
abandoned me?”… silence is the biblical response… But silence is more than not saying 
anything…


The Jewish writer Martin Buber… wrote a book called The Eclipse of God… which is a 
response to the Holocaust… another time when God uttered not a single word… 


But Buber says… “An eclipse of the sun is something that occurs between the sun and 
our eyes… not the sun itself”… The sun doesn’t go out… something blocks it… And 
Buber says… we try to explain silence… and master it… and fill it… and all that simply 
serves to mute God… and reduce God down to some explanation we can handle… 


Silence hardly suggests God is not there… only an idol always answers… says Barbara 
Brown Taylor… who goes on…


A God who holds silence as God’s own flesh begs for a word from the cross… is the God 
who is beyond the control of explanation and doctrine… With the cross and the tomb… 
God has provided us with two events that defy all our efforts to domesticate and offer an 
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explanation for things… Before them… and before God… who is present in both… our 
most eloquent words… turn to dust… 


Perhaps what I want to suggest is that… silence is not evidence that God is gone… It is 
actually evidence that God is there in the fullness of God’s unconditional compassion… 
because there are no words to use… to respond to the series of events that have undone 
us these last weeks and months… 


If we want to limit God… reduce God down to a particular idea… turn God into some 
fundamentalist’s divine pet… then go ahead a use all the words you like… because that is 
the ideal way to turn God into our own image or fear… 


The silence is far more honest… the silence is bigger… the silence is where God can only 
fully exist… unlimited by our words… and prejudices… and fears… and it is perhaps 
more threatening… because we have no control over it… 


But it creates a listening space… and listening undoes us a little… because the 
excuses… arguments… and prejudice we use to protect ourselves… are no longer 
there… and listening exposes us to the possibility of change… of transforming our 
relationships… when we let this God filled silence… be the conduit to hear the reality… 
needs… and hurts of others… It is a vulnerable place… therefore it is a sacred space… 


Might our communities… our politics and politicians… our church and our faith… be 
transformed… by creating the space for silence… that we might shift the balance… and 
with some vulnerability… dare let listening change our relationships… 
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